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2020
CHEMISTRY — GENERAL

Paper : SEC-A-2

(Analytical Clinical Biochemistry)

Full Marks : 80
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words

as far as practicable.
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DNA bases

Transcription

Codon Wobble

RNA

Holo Apo

LDL HDL-

competitive non-competitive inhibition

physical

Ca2+

[English Version]

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

Question no. 1 is compulsory and answer any twelve questions from Q. no. 2 to Q. no. 14.

1. Answer the following questions : 1×20

(a) Write down the names of one monosaccharide and one disaccharide.

(b) Write down the name of one epimer of D-glucose.

(c) Give an example of transport protein.

(d) Name two fatty acids essential for human body.
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(e) Name the site of glycolysis.

(f) Mention the number of ATP produced during glycolysis under anaerobic condition.

(g) Name the constituents of a nucleotide.

(h) Name two purine bases present in DNA.

(i) Name the imino acid found in proteins.

(j) What may be the value of isoelectric point of alanine?

(k) Give an example of anti-coagulating agent of blood.

(l) What is the storage form of lipid?

(m) Define specific activity of an enzyme.

(n) Name one agent which causes denaturation of proteins.

(o) Name the linkage that combines monosaccharides together in polysaccharides.

(p) Write down the name of a phospholipid present in the cell membrane.

(q) Fumerase belongs to which class of enzyme?

(r) Name one type of mechanism regarding enzyme inhibition.

(s) What is a codon?

(t) What is the full form of NAD?

2. (a) Define polysaccharides. Classify them and write their importance.

(b) Explain lactic acid fermentation. 3+2

3. (a) Complete the following sequence :

Acetyl CoA

[A] 
Citrate

[B]

[B]

[C]

NAD

NADH + H+

Mn2+/Mg2+

CO2

Oxaloacetate

H2

synthase
Isocitrate

Oxalosuccinate
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(b) How many total number of moles of ATP are synthesized from ADP via glycolysis of a single
molecule of glucose? 3+2

4. (a) What is the difference between charged and uncharged polar amino acids? Give examples.

(b) Give name and structure of two basic amino acids. 3+2

5. (a) What do you mean by quaternary structure of a protein? Give an example of a protein which shows
quaternary structure.

(b) Give the types of interactions and bonding involved in tertiary structure of proteins. 3+2

6. (a) Explain denaturation of proteins.

(b) Using a diagram show the difference in hydrogen bonding in parallel and antiparallel -sheets.
3+2

7. (a) Give the names and structures of all the bases present in DNA.

(b) What is the difference between a nucleoside and nucleotide? 3+2

8. (a) Explain transcription.

(b) State how many nucleotides does a single codon contain. Which position is said to be wobble?
3+2

9. State the names of the three different RNAs involved in translation and also mention their specific
functions. 5

10. (a) What are three common lipids? Define each with an example.

(b) Give two functions of lipids in biological systems. 3+2

11. (a) What are the major classes of enzymes? State their functions.

(b) What is the basic difference between a holo and apoenzymes. Give one example for each. 3+2

12. (a) Define peptide hormones and steroid hormones. Give an example in each case.

(b) What is the full form of LDL and HDL? Which of them is termed as “good” and “bad”? 3+2

13. (a) Give three differences between competitive and non-competitive inhibition of enzyme activities.

(b) State two physical factors which affect enzyme action. 3+2

14. (a) Give three main functions of blood.

(b) What is the role of Ca2+ in blood coagulation? 3+2


